PROTECT AND PROMOTE:
HOW TO EXTRACT VALUE
FROM INFORMATION

HOW DO YOU GAIN THE
INFORMATION ADVANTAGE?

Cut costs. Reduce information risk. Comply with regulations.
Extract value from information. Do these information management
priorities sound familiar?
How your organization manages information is often an indicator
of overall success, but addressing each information management
priority can be difficult. Somehow you need to juggle all your
priorities around protecting and promoting your information.
On the one hand, you need to lock it away safely, comply with
regulations and minimize risk. On the other, secure and fast access
can unlock the insights hidden within your information.
That’s why you need to choose the right service provider, one
with the tools and services that match your business needs
around access to information. You need to be able to extract
value within specific assets, while your entire organization can
benefit from best practices. In other words, robust information
and data management is a foundation for effective analytics
and business intelligence. And, today, that’s crucial to help you
stay ahead of your competitors.
So how do you balance your ‘protect’ and ‘promote’ priorities
to gain the information advantage? This guide will help you
strike that balance and give you a fresh perspective on the
role that procurement should play.
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WHO’S DOING IT RIGHT?

Recent research from PwC and Iron Mountain found that just 4% of
businesses have the information advantage.1 The qualities of these elite
companies include:
A strategy to protect information
A
 n information governance body involving all key
business areas, including procurement and IT
 eady access to information – but only by those
R
who need it
 ppropriate data analysis, interpretation and
A
visualization tools

“Information Governance is
so much more than managing
the risk in data, it is about
developing an environment
where the full potential of
data is realized.”
Richard Petley, Director of PwC UK Risk Assurance

Data analysts who understand business strategy.

1
Seizing the information advantage, a PwC report in conjunction with
Iron Mountain, 2015
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FEW ORGANIZATIONS
UNDERSTAND HOW TO
EXPLOIT INFORMATION.

WHAT THIS MEANS TO YOU
Few organizations understand how to fully exploit
their information. Fewer still see the extent of
the commercial and operational benefits that are
potentially within their grasp. But every organization
shares one overriding information challenge: the
rapidly increasing volume and velocity of information
they must govern.
As a procurement professional, you have a crucial
remit to enable your organization to meet this
information challenge. Top of the list is choosing the
systems and providers that are right for your business
needs. Equipping teams with the right information
management tools, access rights and outsourcing
relationships is the foundation of your data strategy.
Your advisory role on the commercial and contractual
aspects of information management will help to
mitigate business risk, increase operating efficiency,
satisfy stakeholders and create an ecosystem for
data-driven business decisions.

THE INFORMATION ADVANTAGE:
WHERE TO START
Establish priorities
Not all data is equal. Prioritize your data sets in line
with your organization’s strategy and priorities. Work
on what matters. You can conduct risk assessments
across your organization to help agree priorities and
define how robust your data needs to be. This will be
important information when entering into tender or
contract negotiations.

Make the most of what you have
Your business already has its own management
structures, processes and operating priorities. You
therefore need to be clear about how any proposed
information management system will integrate with
these. You will also need to (acquire or outsource) the
skills and resources to design, operate and monitor
your information management system. Use the skills
your business already has including:
IT
C
 ommercial awareness
Data analysis
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THE

INFORMATION ADVANTAGE:
RIGHT PEOPLE, RIGHT TOOLS

Cut complexity

Champion change

Make obvious the link between information value and
information governance. In other words, give people
in your organization the tools to work effectively
with data and extract the best value from it. Simple
and clear guidelines are important too — there’s
little point in creating an information policy that
sits on the shelf and is disconnected from daily
practices. Make sure that everyone understands
your information management solution and its
relevance to their role. Consider how you could build
awareness of information value:

Behavioral change should be a clear outcome.
Make sure everyone understands the importance
of improving data quality – and his or her role in
proactively managing data to achieve this. People
who produce data need to know the expectations
of the end users of that information. Where
possible, formalize priorities with KPIs and monitor
performance. Training should also be part of
the process. For some roles, making successful
information handling a formal part of personal
performance is a positive step.

D
 iscovery workshops to ask teams what they
need or could do differently
Engaging materials to educate and encourage
Get buy-in from leadership

Think analytics
Analytics should be fit for purpose. Why invest in
systems that are unwieldy or complicated? Focus on
analytics that will help decision-making. For example,
data visualization applications are a powerful way to
bring insights to life.
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Consistency is king
Your provider should be helping you be ready for
the future. As demand for information in your
business grows, you need business processes that
meet consistent standards of data quality and can
be fed into your analytics engine. As a result, your
information management system will be able to
extract value from it more easily. Equally, poor
data quality can undermine attempts to improve
data handling processes.
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THE INFORMATION ADVANTAGE:
WHAT SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE
Segment

4%
10%

Typical profile

Information Elite United States
Healthcare, Manufacturing
& Engineering (M&E)
Medium (1000-2000
employees) or very large
(10,000+)

10%
Enlightened
Enterprise

Main characteristics
• An information governance body is well established, and involves
all the key departments
• A strong culture of evidence-based decision making exists
• Analysts in all of the key functions have access to sensitive and
valuable data, which is protected from risk by strong systems
• A fit-for-purpose toolkit of data analysis, interpretation and
visualization tools exists

• An information governance oversight body is in place, dominated by
United States, Canada
IT, but R&D, marketing, HR, production and finance also play a role
Healthcare, M&E
Large enterprises (10,000+) • A culture of evidence-based decision making exists in some
Turnover of $75 million plus parts of the business
• Analysts in all of the key functions, and not just IT, can access
sensitive and valuable data
• A strong reliance on Excel, but some are using other, more
sophisticated tools

40%

Agile mid-market United States, Canada, UK
Healthcare, M&E,
Financial services
Medium (1000-2000
employees)
Young but established
(5-20 years)
Informed not
constrained

Canada, UK, Germany
Pharma, Legal
Mid-range enterprise
(2500-10,000 employees)
Below $75 million turnover

• An information governance oversight body is in place, dominated
by IT, but R&D and marketing sometimes play a key role
• Leadership appreciate the commercial benefits of using information
• Typically IT, R&D and marketing analysts can access sensitive,
valuable data
• A strong reliance on Excel, but some are using other, more
sophisticated tools
• Constrained by regulation and legacy approaches
• Information governance oversight body is in place,
and is dominated by IT
• A strong analytical capability exists in the organization,
but it is not focused on value
• Excel dominates the toolkit. A few have more sophisticated tools
• Often feel overwhelmed by the amount of data held

36%

Uninformed and
ill-equipped

Europe
All sectors
Small (less than 1000
employees)
Young (less than five years)
and older (over 30 years)

• Constrained by lack of knowledge, resources and
regulatory understanding
• Information governance oversight body rarely exists
• Little focus on exploiting value from information, or appreciation
of the benefits
• Analytical skills capacity is weak. Excel is the dominant analysis tool

SEIZING THE INFORMATION ADVANTAGE
A P wC repor t in conjunc tion with Iron Mountain, 2015
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IS EVERYONE ON
THE SAME PAGE?

ALIGN YOUR PRIORITIES

CLARIFY YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

From time to time, your organization’s priorities will
change; your information and analytics priorities
should therefore reflect the new strategic direction.
When this happens, communication is key. You need
to make sure everyone is on board and understands
the new business goals and information priorities.
This will help you determine the key issues your
governance will now need to address. In turn,
it will clarify how your information management
and analytics should support your strategy.

Everyone should have a responsibility for data.
Successful governance has:
C
 lear and visible sponsorship

from leadership
A
 ccountability for data and ownership
of processes
Integration with security and risk
C
 ompliance with records management
and information privacy principles.

Determine the key areas that your
business information system will
address and the strategy that
drives the need for information
management and analytics support.
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DESTINATION:
INFORMATION ADVANTAGE
For most businesses, gaining the information advantage is a journey; it
takes time, investment and planning. Procurement has a big part to play in
achieving success – your advice can ensure you choose a robust provider
who can help you respond as your information management and analytics
needs change.
Simply buying new tools and hiring fresh talent is not enough. Sustainable
improvement should include every department and people at all levels of
your organization. That way you can mitigate the risks to your data, manage
information more efficiently and extract the most value from it.

For more information and advice on how your organization can start
the information advantage journey, call us on 1-800-899-4766

Download our suggested KPIs for
Information Management programmes

SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS WITH US ON:





CLICK HERE





ABOUT IRON MOUNTAIN. Iron Mountain Incorporated (NYSE: IRM) provides
information management services that help organizations lower the costs,
risks and inefficiencies of managing their physical and digital data. Founded
in 1951, Iron Mountain manages billions of information assets, including
backup and archival data, electronic records, document imaging, business
records, secure shredding, and more, for organizations around the world.
Visit the company Web site at www.ironmountain.com for more information.
© 2016 Iron Mountain Incorporated. All rights reserved. Iron Mountain and the design of the mountain are registered trademarks of Iron Mountain Incorporated in the U.S. and other countries.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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